Find out how HotelHub facilitated
multi-market expansion for the
TMCs

CLIENT
Market leader in the Middle Eastern travel industry,
delivering new products and services to travellers
across the region.

OVERVIEW
TMCs that are large with a diversified geographic
presence face the challenge of standardising
accounting processes to maintain operational
efficiencies and compliance measures across
offices. While it’s a critical requirement for large
TMCs, it can also prove to be quite difficult
because of a TMC’s multi-channel, multi-market
model.
One of the largest global TMCs – also a HotelHub
customer – wanted to implement the HotelHub
solution in par tner markets such as Israel and
UAE. Due to lack of direct presence in par tner
markets, the TMC has been collaborating with a
local agency to offer its services.

KEY CHALLENGES
Lack of standardised booking
and accounting processes for
par tner agencies
Sub par operational efficiencies
and compliance measures
across markets

THE PROBLEM
Implementing a solution in a par tner
market that does not have the same
systems and processes as the TMC
requires a completely different
approach and solution configuration. It
is as good as creating a solution from
scratch. The booking platform must be
configured with content for the new
markets end-to-end, including clients,
users, enabling the content with GDS
and offers/negotiations with hotel
chains. The platform must also account
for market-specific requirements like
booking records, invoicing and
accounting.
Par tner markets don’t have any
mandates to use standard products or
follow a globally standardised process.
For the solution to be implemented
successfully, HotelHub would need to
consolidate the local agency’s back
office systems and PNR set-up. Given
the amount of change involved, the
TMC was in discussion with the par tner
markets for a long time but hadn’t
actually implemented any changes.

KEY RESULTS

> 3 months for successful

implementation
> Increased operational
efficiency & par tner agency
offices
> Error free solution deployment
in record time
> Hotels within two months of
implementation

THE NEED: A CONSULTATIVE APPROACH
TO RECREATE THE SOLUTION FROM THE
GROUND UP
Taking on the project meant different
things for HotelHub and its TMC. The TMC
assumed that par tner market expansions
would work similar to any other market, but
the reality was that the expansion involved
HotelHub implementing the solution in a
completely new environment. Leveraging
the team’s exper tise in setting up systems
across TMCs of different sizes, levels of
complexity and market models was key to
a successful implementation. HotelHub
adopted a consultative approach to the
expansion, asking the right questions
before recommending the best way
forward. The approach revealed issues and
use cases that even the TMC was unaware
of. The HotelHub team was a constant
source of knowledge and technical
exper tise – their understanding of the
industry and local market needs ensured
that the implementation went off
seamlessly, and with all the necessary
capabilities built into the solution.

IMPACT
The consultative approach, coupled with the team’s exper tise, led to the implementation of the
solution in the par tner market in just 3 months. It also paved the way for fur ther multi-market
expansions and a mobile app for the TMC.

ABOUT US
Simple. Secure. Seamless. The story of how we redefined hotel bookings for business travellers.
HotelHub is a travel technology company with over two decades of experience in the corporate
travel space. We enable smar t hotel technologies for end-to-end business travel needs by
par tnering with Travel Management Companies (TMCs).
Built on years of close collaboration with our customers and industry supplier, HotelHub solutions
are a perfect blend of intelligent business know-how and cutting-edge technology that helps TMCs
devise their business strategies. From hotel mapping to automated content updates, our goal is to
simplify booking processes and drive operational efficiency.
Founded in 2008, we are head quar tered in London with offices in Paris, Bengaluru and Goa. With
over 200 employees across the globe, we facilitate and execute your hotel strategy through our
highly scalable global hotel booking solutions.
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